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Mining multiple biological data for reconstructing signal
transduction networks

Thanh-Phuong Nguyen and Tu-Bao Ho

Abstract Signaling transduction networks (STNs) are the key means by which a cell converts an external
signal (e.g. stimulus) into an appropriate cellular response (e.g. cellular rhythms of animals and plants).
The essence of STN is underlain in some signaling features scattered in various data sources and biological
components overlapping among STN. The integration of those signaling features presents a challenge. Most
of previous works based on PPIs for STN did not take the signaling properties of signaling molecules and
components overlapping among STN into account. This paper describes an effective computational method
that can exploit three biological facts of STN applied to human: protein-protein interaction networks, sig-
naling features and sharing components. To this end, we introduce a soft-clustering method for doing the
task by exploiting integrated multiple data, especially signaling features, i.e., protein-protein interactions,
signaling domains, domain-domain interactions, and protein functions. The gained results demonstrated
that the method was promising to discover new STN and solve other related problems in computational
and systems biology from large-scale protein interaction networks. Other interesting results of the early
work on yeast STN are additionally presented to show the advantages of using signaling domain-domain
interactions.

1 Introduction

The way how an organism can survive is the continually adjusting its internal state to changes in the environ-
ment. To track environmental changes, the organism must communicate effectively with their surroundings.
These may be in the form of chemicals, such as hormones or nutrients, or may take another form, such as
light, heat, or sound. A signal itself rarely causes a simple, direct chemical change inside the cell. Instead,
the signal is transduced through a multi-step chain, or changed in form. Signal transduction systems are
especially important in multicellular organisms, because of the need to coordinate the activities of hundreds
to trillions of cells [1]. Signal transduction network refers to the entire set of pathways and interactions by
which environmental signals are received and responded to by single cells [53]. It is unsurprising that many
components of these signal transduction circuits are oncogenes or tumour suppressors, emphasizing the
importance of understanding signaling in normal tissues and targeting aberrant signaling in diseases [44].

Traditionally, the discovery of molecular components of signaling networks in yeast and mammals has
relied upon the use of gene knockouts and epistasis analysis. Although these methods have been highly ef-
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fective in generating detailed descriptions of specific linear signaling pathways, our knowledge of complex
signaling networks and their interactions remains incomplete. New computational methods that capture
molecular details from high-throughput genomic data in an automated fashion are desirable and can help
direct the established techniques of molecular biology and genetics [6, 49].

Signal transduction networks (STN) are chiefly based on interactions between proteins, which are intrin-
sic to almost all cellular functions and biological processes [23, 22, 12, 15]. The study of protein interactions
is fundamental to understanding the complex mechanisms underlying signal transduction networks. Protein-
protein interaction problem have attracted a lot of research for last ten years, both experimental methods
[59, 28, 10, 54] and computational method as well [13, 38, 47, 29, 11, 17, 43]. In addition, the enormous
amount of protein-protein interaction (PPI) data has been nowadays generated and published much more
than ever [41, 37] such as DIP [51], MISP [45], i2d [14], MINP [16], BIND [3], STRING [39], etc. Hence,
the PPI-based approach is greatly appealing for studying STN.

When exploring PPI data to reconstructing STN, we face two problems of complexity. The first one de-
rives from the large number of molecules and multiple types of interactions between them. In addition to the
size of the signaling machinery, a second layer of complexity inter-connectivity of signaling biochemistry is
apparent from the fact that signaling proteins often contain multiple functional domains, thus enabling each
to interact with numerous downstream targets [18]. Therefore, it has become emerging to develop effective
data mining methodologies to extract, process, integrate and discover useful knowledge from the PPI net-
work data accompanying with other proteomic and genomic data. These methodologies should be robust
to manipulate the huge number of proteins involving in the STN and also flexible to combine other sig-
naling features. The retrieved knowledge is expected to better understand the system behavior of signaling
networks, and to predict higher order functions that can be validated by experiments.

The objective of this paper is to present the study of STN based on PPI. First, we briefly introduce some
background of STN and PPI network. Then the work on combining multiple data to reconstruct human STN
is described. In addition, we provide some results of Yeast STN reconstruction by using signaling features.
The future work and the summarization are lastly given.

2 Background

In this section, we present some biological background of the signal transduction network and then the
protein-protein interaction network.

2.1 Signal transduction network

Signal transduction networks are the key means for the communication between cells. Those networks
consist of extracellular and intracellular signaling molecules. Some of extracellular ones operate over long
distances, signaling to cells far away; others signal only to immediate neighbors. Most cells in multicellular
organisms both emit and receive signals. Once receptor proteins bind the signal molecules, one or more in-
tracellular signaling pathways are activated. These relay chains of molecules mainly intracellular signaling
proteins process the signal inside the receiving cell and distribute it to the appropriate intracellular targets.
These targets are generally effector proteins, which are altered when the signaling pathway is activated and
implement the appropriate change of cell behavior. Depending on the signal and the nature and state of
the receiving cell, these effectors can be gene regulatory proteins, ion channels, components of a metabolic
pathway, or parts of the cytoskeleton among other things [1]. An simple example of an intracellular signal-
ing pathway is depicted in Figure 1. Because of the wide-range of function, signal transduction networks
play a pivotal role in almost of fundamental cellular processes including cell proliferation, metabolism,
differentiation, and survival [37].
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process, called quorum sensing, allows bacteria to coordinate their behavior,
including their motility, antibiotic production, spore formation, and sexual con-
jugation.

Similarly, yeast cells communicate with one another in preparation for mat-
ing. The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae provides a well-studied exam-
ple: when a haploid individual is ready to mate, it secretes a peptide mating fac-
tor that signals cells of the opposite mating type to stop proliferating and pre-
pare to mate (Figure 15–2). The subsequent fusion of two haploid cells of oppo-
site mating type produces a diploid cell, which can then undergo meiosis and
sporulate, generating haploid cells with new assortments of genes (see Figure
21–3B). The reshuffling of genes through sexual reproduction helps a species
survive in an unpredictably variable environment (as discussed in Chapter 21).

Studies of yeast mutants that are unable to mate have identified many pro-
teins that are required in the signaling process. These proteins form a signaling
network that includes cell-surface receptor proteins, GTP-binding proteins, and
protein kinases, and each of these categories has close relatives among the recep-
tors and intracellular signaling proteins in animal cells. Through gene duplication
and divergence, however, the signaling systems in animals have become much
more elaborate than those in yeasts; the human genome, for example, contains
more than 1500 genes that encode receptor proteins, and the number of different
receptor proteins is further increased by alternative RNA splicing and post-trans-
lational modifications.

The large numbers of signal proteins, receptors, and intracellular signaling
proteins used by animals can be grouped into a much smaller number of protein
families, most of which have been highly conserved in evolution. Flies, worms,
and mammals all use essentially similar machinery for cell communication, and
many of the key components and signaling pathways were first discovered
through analysis of mutations in Drosophila and C. elegans.

Extracellular Signal Molecules Bind to Specific Receptors

Cells in multicellular animals communicate by means of hundreds of kinds of
signal molecules. These include proteins, small peptides, amino acids,

Figure 15–1 A simple intracellular
signaling pathway activated by an
extracellular signal molecule. The signal
molecule usually binds to a receptor
protein that is embedded in the plasma
membrane of the target cell and activates
one or more intracellular signaling
pathways mediated by a series of
signaling proteins. Finally, one or more of
the intracellular signaling proteins alters
the activity of effector proteins and
thereby the behavior of the cell.

Figure 15–2 Budding yeast cells
responding to a mating factor. (A) The
cells are normally spherical. (B) In
response to the mating factor secreted
by neighboring yeast cells, they put out a
protrusion toward the source of the
factor in preparation for mating.
(Courtesy of Michael Snyder.)
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Fig. 1 A simple intracellular signaling pathway activated by an extracellular signal molecule. The signal molecule usually
binds to a receptor protein that is embedded in the plasma membrane of the target cell and activates one or more intracellular
signaling pathways mediated by a series of signaling proteins. Finally, one or more of the intracellular signaling proteins
alters the activity of effector proteins and thereby the behavior of the cell. Adopted in Chapter 15: Mechanisms of Cell
Communication in the book Molecular Biology of the Cell (textbook) [1].

Additionally, an intracellular signaling cascade can no longer be viewed as a linear pathway that relays
and amplifies information. It is known that the cell uses these pathways as a way of integrating multiple
inputs to shape a uniquely defined output. Hence, the interactions of different pathways and the dynamic
modulation of the activities of the components within signaling pathways can create a multitude of biologi-
cal outputs. The cell appears to use these complex networks of interacting pathways and regulatory feedback
mechanisms to co-coordinately regulate multiple functions. These outputs allow the cell to respond to and
adapt to an ever-changing environment [40].

2.2 Protein-protein interaction

Protein-protein interactions are specific interactions between two or more proteins. Indeed, protein-protein
interactions are at the core of the entire interactomics system of any living cell.
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2.2.1 Biological characteristics of the protein-protein interactions

The followings are the summary of general characteristics of protein-protein interactions [60].
Classification: Protein-protein interactions can be arbitrarily classified based on the proteins involved

(structural or functional groups) or based on their physical properties (weak and transient, non-obligate vs.
strong and permanent). Protein interactions are usually mediated by defined domains, hence interactions
can also be classified based on the underlying domains.

Universality: Protein-protein interactions affect almost all processes in a cell: structural proteins need
to interact in order to shape organelles and the whole cell, molecular machines such as ribosomes or RNA
polymerases are hold together by protein-protein interactions, and the same is true for multi-subunit chan-
nels or receptors in membranes [2].

Specificity: Distinguishes such interactions from random collisions that happen by Brownian motion in
the aqeous solutions inside and outside of cells. Note that many proteins are known to interact although it
remains unclear whether certain interactions have any physiological relevance.

Number of interactions: It is estimated that even simple single-celled organisms, such as yeast have their
roughly 6000 proteins interact by at least 3 interactions per protein, i.e. a total of 20,000 interactions or
more. By extrapolation, there may be 100,000 interactions in the human body.

Protein-protein interactions and protein complexes: Most protein-protein interactions are detected as
interacting pairs or as components of protein complexes. Such complexes may contain dozens or even
hundreds of protein subunits (ribosomes, spliceosomes, etc.). It has even been proposed that all proteins
in a given cell are connected in a huge network in which certain protein interactions are forming and
dissociating constantly.

2.2.2 Topological characteristics of the protein-protein interaction network

The followings are some topological characteristics of the protein-protein interaction networks [36].
Scale-free network: Protein-protein interactions have the features of a scale-free network, meaning that

their degree distribution approximates a power law, P(k)∼ kγ . In scale-free networks, most proteins partic-
ipate in only a few interactions, while a few (termed “hubs”) participate in dozens of interactions.

Small-world effect: Protein-protein interaction networks have a characteristic property known as the
“small world effect”, which states that any two nodes can be connected via a short path of a few links.
Although the small-world effect is a property of random networks, the path length in scale-free networks is
much shorter than that predicted by the small-world effect. Therefore, scale-free networks are “ultra-small”.
This short path length indicates that local perturbations in metabolite concentrations could permeate an
entire network very quickly.

Disassortativity: In protein-protein interaction networks, highly-connected nodes (hubs) seldom directly
link to each other. This differs from the assortative nature of social networks, in which well-connected
people tend to have direct connections to each other. By contrast, all biological and technological networks
have the property of disassortativity, in which highly-connected nodes are infrequently linked each other.

3 Constructing Signal Transduction Networks Using Multiple Data

In this section, we present our proposed method to construct the STN from the human PPI networks and
multiple databases using soft-clustering. The related work were summarized in Section 3.1. In the next
section (Section 3.2), we described our framework for doing the task of constructing STN. The evaluation
of the experiments is showed in Section 3.4. Experimental results and some discussions are presented in
Section 3.4.2.
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3.1 Related work

Constructing STN based on PPI is an area of much ongoing research. A statistical model, based on repre-
senting proteins as collections of domains or motifs, which predicts unknown molecular interactions within
these biological networks, was proposed by Gomez et al. [25]. Using Markov chain Monte Carlo method,
they then modeled the signal transduction networks (STN) in terms of domains in upstream and downstream
protein interactions. Steffen et al. developed a computational method for generating static models of STN
which utilizes PPI maps generated from large-scale two-hybrid screens and expression profiles from DNA
microarrays [57]. Liu et al. applied a score function that integrated protein-protein interaction data and
microarray gene expression data to predict the order of signaling pathway components [37]. Concerning
protein modification time-course data, Allen et al. applied a method of computational algebra to modeling
of signaling networks [4]. Another work by Fukuda et al. is to represent the model of signal transduction
pathways based on a compound graph structure. Their method is designed to capture directly the structure
of pathways that biologists bear in mind or that are described in the articles [20]. One of the most recent
work is to search for the optimal subnetworks from PPI according to some cost functions [62]. Korcsm et
al. have presented a signaling resource, SignaLink, compiled by applying uniform manual curation rules
and data structures across eight major, biochemically defined signaling pathways in three metazoans. The
curation method allowed a systematic comparison of pathway sizes and cross-talks [32]. Other work on the
cross-talk of signaling pathway used network theory to find out the pathway interactions through connector
proteins as the key means to transduce signals between pathways [27]. Li et al. built the global pathway
crosstalk network by combining pathway and protein interaction data based on the shortest path profiles
only [35].

Although the previous work achieved many results, there are still some biological characteristics of STN
that they did not take much into account. First, it is known that the deeper level underlying the PPI to trans-
mit signals in cells are functional domains, so-called signaling domains, and their interactions [46], [18].
Data of those significant signaling features are structured, complexly relational, and sparse in different data
sources. In order to construct STN effectively, those data is needed to be appropriately integrated. Second,
STN indeed have many overlapping components including proteins and their interactions
[40]. This work aims to solve those two intricate problems of STN to better construct STN from PPI net-
works. To this end, we introduce an effective computational method to construct STN that (1) exploits
integrated multiple signaling features of STN from heterogeneous sources, i.e., protein-protein interactions,
signaling domains, domain-domain interactions, and protein functions, and (2) detects overlapping compo-
nents using soft-clustering. Additionally, in previous work clustered objects were often individual proteins,
but our method handled clustered objects as the functional or physical protein interactions because these
interactions are the means to transmit signals in cells.

We evaluated the proposed method using human protein interaction network published in the database
Reactome. Five complex biological processes were tested to demonstrate the performance. The clustered
results are well-matched with these five processes. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one
that computationally solves the STN problem for Homo Sapiens. The preliminary results open a prospect
to study other problems related to complex biological systems in Homo Sapiens.

3.2 Materials and Methods

The method does two main tasks. The first one is to extract and preprocess signaling feature data from
various data sources. Those relational data in heterogeneous types are then weighted and normalized by the
proposed functions. Based on data extracted in the first task, the second one is to combine weighted data
and then cluster protein-protein interactions into STN using soft-clustering. Because the main data mining
technique in this paper is the clustering, we first review the clustering problem in the PPI network analysis
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to provide more details of this study. The next two subsections, Subsection 3.3.4 and Subsection 3.3.5,
describe two mentioned tasks of the data extraction and the STN reconstruction, respectively.

3.3 Clustering and protein-protein interaction networks

A cluster is a set of objects which share some common characteristics. Clustering is the process of grouping
data objects into sets (clusters) which demonstrate greater similarity among objects in the same cluster than
the ones in the different clusters. Clustering differs from classification; in the latter, objects are assigned
to predefined classes, while clustering defines the classes themselves. Thus, clustering is an unsupervised
classification problem, which means that it does not rely on training the data objects in predefined classes.

Clustering methods can be broadly divided into hierarchical and partitioning ones. In partitioning clus-
tering, there are two categories of hard-clustering method and soft-clustering method. On the one hand,
hard-clustering is based on classical set theory and assigns an instance to exactly one cluster, e.g., k-means,
SOMs, etc. On the other hand, soft-clustering assigns an instance to several cluster and differentiate grade
of representation (cluster membership), e.g., fuzzy c-means, HMMs, etc. [21].

In the traditional clustering approaches, a simple distance measure can often be used to reflect dissim-
ilarity between two patterns, while other similarity measures can be used to characterize the conceptual
similarity between patterns. However, most of protein-protein interactions are the binary ones without di-
rection, the graph of PPI network is represented with proteins as nodes and interactions as edges. The
relationship between two proteins is therefore a simple binary value: 1 if they interact, 0 if they do not.
Because of this monotony, the definition of the distance between the two proteins becomes more difficult.
Moreover, the reliable clustering of PPI networks is problematical due to a high rate of false positives and
the huge volume of data.

Clustering approaches for PPI networks can be broadly classified into two categories, distance-based and
graph-based. Distance-based clustering uses classic clustering techniques and focuses on the definition of
the distance between proteins. Graph-based clustering includes mainly take into account the topology of
the PPI network. Based on the structure of the network, the density of each subgraph is maximized or the
cost of cut-off minimized while separating the graph. The following subsections will discuss each of these
clustering approaches in more detail. In addition, we also give the presentation of soft clustering for PPI
networks.

3.3.1 Distance-based Clustering

Generally, there are four distance-based clustering approaches applying for PPI networks [36]. The first
category of approaches uses classic distance measurement methods, which offered a variety of coefficient
formulas to compute the distance between proteins in PPI networks [50]. The second class of approaches
defines a distance measure based on network distance, including the shortest path length, combined strength
of paths of various lengths, and the average number of steps a Brownian particle takes to move from one
vertex to another. The third approach type, exemplified by UVCLUSTER, defines a primary and a sec-
ondary distance to establish the strength of the connection between two elements in relationship to all the
elements in the analyzed dataset [5]. The fourth is a similarity learning approach by incorporating some
annotation data. Although these four categories of approaches each involve different methods for distance
measurement, they all apply classic clustering approaches to the computed distance between proteins [36].

3.3.2 Graph-based Clustering

A protein-protein interaction network is an undirected graph in which the weight of each edge between any
two proteins is either 1 or 0. This section will explore graph-based clustering, another class of approaches to
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the process of clustering. Graph-based clustering techniques are explicitly presented in term of a graph, thus
converting the process of clustering a data set into such graph-theoretical problems as finding a minimum
cut or maximal subgraphs in the graph G [36].

a. Finding Dense Subgraphs. The goal of this class of approaches is to identify the densest subgraphs
within a graph; specific methods vary in the means used to assess the density of the subgraphs.

• Enumeration of complete subgraphs. This approach is to identify all fully connected subgraphs
(cliques) by complete enumeration. While this approach is simple, it has several drawbacks. The ba-
sic assumption underlying the method - that cliques must be fully internally connected - does not
accurately reflect the real structure of protein complexes and modules. Dense subgraphs are not nec-
essarily fully connected. In addition, many interactions in the protein network may fail to be detected
experimentally, thus leaving no trace in the form of edges [55].

• Monte Carlo optimization. The use of a Monte Carlo approach allows smaller pieces of the cluster to
be separately identified rather focusing exclusively on the whole cluster. Monte Carlo simulations are
therefore well suited to recognizing highly dispersed cliques [55].

• Redundancies in PPI network. This approach assumes that two proteins that share a significantly
larger number of common neighbors than would arise randomly will have close functional associa-
tions. This method first ranks the statistical significance of forming shared partnerships for all protein
pairs in the PPI network and then combines the pair of proteins with least significance. The p-value is
used to rank the statistical significance of the relationship between two proteins. In the next step, the
two proteins with smallest p-value are combined and are considered to be in the same cluster. This
process is repeated until a threshold is reached [52].

• Molecular complex detection. Molecular complex detection (MCODE), proposed by Bader and
Hogue, is an effective approach for detecting densely-connected regions in large protein-protein in-
teraction networks. This method weights a vertex by local neighborhood density, chooses a few seeds
with high weight, and isolates the dense regions according to given parameters. The MCODE algo-
rithm operates in three steps: vertex weighting, complex prediction, and optional postprocessing to
filter or add proteins to the resulting complexes according to certain connectivity criteria [8].

b. Finding Minimum Cut. Second category of graph-based clustering approaches generates clusters
by trimming or cutting a series of edges to divide the graph into several unconnected subgraphs. Any
edge which is removed should be the least important (minimum) in the graph, thus minimizing the
informational cost of removing the edges. Here, the least important is based on the structure of the
graph. It does not mean the interaction between these two proteins is not important.

• Highly connected subgraph (HCS) algorithm. The highly-connected subgraph or HCS method is a
graph-theoretic algorithm which separates a graph into several subgraphs using minimum cuts. The
resulting subgraphs satisfy a specified density threshold. Despite its interest in density, this method
differs from approaches discussed earlier which seek to identify the densest subgraphs. Rather, it
exploits the inherent connectivity of the graph and cuts the most unimportant edges to find highly-
connected subgraphs [26].

• Restricted Neighborhood Search Clustering Algorithm (RNSC). A cost-based local search algorithm
based on the tabu search meta-heuristic was proposed [31]. In the algorithm, a clustering of a graph
G = (V,E) is defined as a partitioning of the node set V. The process begins with an initial random or
user-input clustering and defines a cost function. Nodes are then randomly added to or removed from
clusters to find a partition with minimum cost. The cost function is based on the number of invalid
connections. An invalid connection incident with v is a connection that exists between v and a node
in a different cluster, or, alternatively, a connection that does not exist between v and a node u in the
same cluster as v.

• Super paramagnetic clustering (SPC). The super-paramagnetic clustering (SPC) method uses an
analogy to the physical prop- erties of an inhomogenous ferromagnetic model to find tightly-
connected clusters in a large graph [24].
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• Markov clustering The Markov clustering (MCL) algorithm was designed specifically for application
to simple and weighted graphs and was initially used in the field of computational graph clustering.
The MCL algorithm finds cluster structures in graphs by a mathematical bootstrapping procedure. The
MCL algorithm simulates random walks within a graph by the alternation of expansion and inflation
operations [61].

• Line graph generation.Line graph generation method generates the graph in which edges now rep-
resent proteins and nodes represent interactions [48]. First, the protein interaction network is trans-
formed into a weighted network, where the weights attributed to each interaction reflect the degree of
confidence attributed to that interaction. Next, the network connected by interactions is expressed as a
network of interactions, which is known in graph theory as a line graph. These nodes are then linked
by shared protein content. The scores for the original constituent interactions are then averaged and
assigned to each edge. Finally, an algorithm for clustering by graph flow simulation, TribeMCL, is
used to cluster the interaction network and then to reconvert the identified clusters from an interaction-
interaction graph back to a protein-protein graph for subsequent validation and analysis.

3.3.3 Soft-clustering for PPI Networks

Many proteins are believed to exhibit multiple functionalities in several biological process in general and
STNs in particular. They do not participate in one process but intend to involve in some of them to perform
different roles. Because soft clustering method is able to distinguish overlapping parts among clusters, it
is potentially more sensible to reconstruct the biological processes. Some soft clustering methods are well
applied to PPI networks.

The line graph generation is one of soft clustering techniques and has a number of attractive features [36].
It does not sacrifice informational content, because the original bidirectional network can be recovered at the
end of the process. Furthermore, it takes into account the higher-order local neighborhood of interactions.
Additionally, the graph it generates is more highly structured than the original graph. Finally, it produces an
overlapping graph partitioning of the interaction network, implying that proteins may be present in multiple
functional modules.

Ucar et al.’s work proposed a soft clustering method using hub-induced subgraphs [58]. Their approach
consists of two stages. In the first stage, they refine the PPI graph to improve functional modularity, using
hub-induced subgraphs. They employ the edge betweenness measure to identify dense regions within the
neighborhoods. In the second stage, they cluster the refined graph using traditional algorithms. Their end
goal is to isolate components with high degree of overlap with known functional modules. An additional
advantage of the refinement process is its ability to perform soft clustering of hub proteins. Owing to this
approach, they improved functional modularity in PPI network.

Other soft clustering for PPI is an ensemble framework [7]. They construct a variant of the PCA-agglo
consensus algorithm to perform soft clustering of proteins, which allows proteins to belong to multiple
clusters. The hard agglomerative algorithm places each protein into the most likely cluster to satisfy a
clustering criterion. However, it is possible for a protein to belong to many clusters with varying degrees.
The probability of a protein belonging to an alternate cluster can be expressed as a factor of its distance
from the nodes in the cluster. If a protein has sufficiently strong interactions with the proteins that belong
to a particular cluster, then it can be considered amenable to multiple memberships.

3.3.4 Extracting signaling feature data from multi-data sources

STN have a complex two-level signaling machinery. The first level of complexity in cellular signaling con-
structs from the large number of molecules and multiple types of interactions between them. The second
layer of complexity of signaling biochemistry is apparent from the fact that signaling proteins often con-
tain multiple functional domains, thus enabling each to interact with numerous downstream targets [18].
Considering these complexities, we extracted the following structured data of signaling features.
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1. Protein-protein interactions (PPI): the upper level consists of the components as interfaces to transmit
signals. PPI data were extracted from Reactome database1.

2. Domain-domain interactions (DDI): the deeper level consists of the functional domains that perform as
the basic elements in signal transduction. DDI data were extracted from iPfam database 2.

3. Signaling domain-domain interactions: the functional level consists of signaling domains (specific func-
tional domains) that act as key factors to transduce signals inside STN. Signaling DDI data were extracted
from SMART database3 and referred in [46].

Table 1 List of signaling features and their corresponding data sources.

Feature Database Description of database
Protein-protein Reactome database [30] An online bioinformatics database
interactions of biology described in molecular

terms. The largest set of entries
refers to human biology

Domain-domain iPfam database [19] A resource describing domain-domain
interactions interactions observed in PDB entries
Signaling domains SMART database [34] SMART allows the identification and

and Pawson’s dataset [46] annotation of genetically mobile
domains and the analysis of domain
architectures

Function of protein Uniprot database [9] The world’s most comprehensive
catalog of information on proteins

Functions of proteins in STN were also extracted from Uniprot database4 in terms of keywords.
The extracted data are in different types, e.g., the numerical type for number of PPI, interaction general-

ity, number of signaling DDI or categorical type for protein functions. Those data have complex relations,
such as a protein may have many interactions and then each interaction may have many DDI. In a domain
interaction, the interacting partner may be a signaling domain or not. To exploit these relations, after extract-
ing data from multi-data sources, we weighted and normalized these relational data by weight functions.
Table 2 shows these proposed weight functions and the corresponding explanations.

• PPI weight function (wppi): The topological relation of proteins in the PPI network was extracted in
terms of the numbers of interactions of each partner and the interaction generality.

• Signaling DDI weight function (wSddi): The relation between a PPI and their domains was exploited to
study more deeply STN in terms the number of DDI and signaling DDI mediating this interactions.

• Keyword weight function (w f unc): The relation of a PPI and protein functions was considered in terms
of the keywords tagged in each partner and the keywords shared between them.

3.3.5 Combining signaling feature data to construct STN using soft-clustering

After weighing signaling features, it is necessary to combine them all in a unified computational scheme
to take advantage of those data. We integrated these data and represented them in forms of feature vectors.
Each interaction has its own feature vector that has three elements corresponding to three features, vi j
= {wppi, wSddi, w f unc}. Subsequently, we employed a soft-clustering algorithm to cluster the interactions
based on their features vectors. Soft-clustering can construct STN and detect the overlapping components
that can not be found by traditional hard-clustering. Note that we used Mfuzz software package [33] to

1 www.reactome.org/
2 www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/iPfam/
3 smart.embl-heidelberg.de/
4 www.uniprot.org/
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Table 2 Signaling features and their weight functions.

Weight functions Notations and explanation
gi j: Interaction generality, the number of proteins that interact
with just two interacting partners, pi and p j .

wppi(pi j) =
g2

i j
ni∗n j

ni: The number of protein-protein interactions
of the protein pi.
nSddi: The number of signaling domain-domain

wSddi(pi j) = nSddi+1
nddi+1 interactions shared between two interacting proteins.

nSddi: The number of domain-domain interactions
shared between two interacting proteins.

w f unc(pi j) =
k2

i j
ki∗k j

ki j: The number of sharing keywords ki j of two interacting
partners, pi and p j .
ki: The number of keywords of the protein pi.

implement fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm in our experiments. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering
algorithm is a popular soft-clustering algorithm. It is based on the iterative optimization of an objective
function to minimize the variation of objects within clusters. First, it generates accessible internal cluster
structures, i.e. it indicates how well corresponding clusters represent genes/proteins. Second, the overall
relation between clusters, and thus a global clustering structure, can be defined. Additionally, soft clustering
is more noise robust and a priori pre-filtering of genes can be avoided. This prevents the exclusion of
biologically relevant genes from the data analysis.

Figure 1 summarizes the key idea of our method that does (1) extracting and weighing signaling features
and (2) integrating and soft-clustering them into STN. Given a large protein-protein interaction network N,
the outputs of our method are STN, which are the subgraphs of edges as protein interactions and node as
proteins. Step 1 is to obtain the binary interactions from the protein-protein interaction network N. From
Step 2 to Step 5 is to do the first task, extracting and then weighing signaling data features by functions
shown in Table 2. These steps were done for all binary interactions to exploit the relations between PPI
and signaling features. Step 6 and Step 7 are to perform the second task, combining weighted feature data,
representing them in forms of feature vectors vi j = {wppi, wSddi, w f unc} and lastly doing soft-clustering into
STN S . STN S are returned in Step 8.

3.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the method, we consider a complex PPI network to detect STN out of
other biological processes. The tested PPI network does not contain only signaling processes but also other
biological processes functioned inside the network as the nature in cells. The clustered results should reflect
these complicated phenomenon, well construct signaling processes and find overlapping components. We
extracted five heterogeneous processes in Reactome database and the experimental results demonstrated
that our method effectively constructed signaling processes from the PPI network.

3.4.1 Experiments for Human STN construction

The Reactome database consists of 68 Homo sapiens biological processes of 2,461 proteins. They also
published 6,188 protein interactions, among those there are 6,162 interactions participating in biological
processes. Investigating known biological processes in Reactome database, there are 636 proteins partaking
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Algorithm 1 The proposed method to construct STN from PPI networks using soft-clustering and multi-
signaling feature data.
Input:

Protein-protein network N.
Set of features F ⊂ { fppi, fSddi, f f unc}.

Output:
Set of signal transduction networks S .

1: Extract binary interactions {pi j} from the protein-protein network N. P := {pi j}.
2: For each interaction pi j ⊂P
3: Extract and formalize data for the PPI data feature fppi

Calculate the number of interactions ni, n j of each interacting
partner pi and p j , respectively.
Calculate the interacting generality gi j of interaction pi j .
Weigh the feature fppi by the numbers ni, n j , and gi j .

4: Extract and formalize data for the signal DDI feature fSddi
Calculate the number of sharing domain-domain interactions nddi of two interacting
partners, pi and p j .
Calculate the number of sharing signaling domain-domain interactions nSddi of two
interacting partners, pi and p j .
Weigh the feature fSddi by the numbers nddi, nSddi.

5: Extract and formalize data for the function data feature f f unc
Calculate the number of keywords ki, k j of each interacting partner pi and p j ,
respectively.
Calculate the number of sharing keywords ki j of two interacting partners, pi and p j .
Weigh the feature f f unc by the numbers ki, k j , and ki j .

6: Combine and represent the all features in the feature vectors vi j = { fppi, fSddi, f f unc}.
7: Apply a soft-clustering algorithm with the set of feature vectors {vi j} to cluster interactions pi j into signal transduction

networks S .
8: return S .

in at least 2 different processes, 400 proteins in at least 3 processes, 119 proteins in 5 processes. These facts
prove that there exists lot of proteins and their interactions overlapping among these processes.

In our experiments, we extracted a group of five biological processes which have from 30 to 50 proteins
and include signaling networks. Table 3 shows some information related to these five processes. Totally,
this group consists of 145 distinct interactions of 140 distinct proteins. Among these processes, there are
overlapping interactions and proteins. Figure 2 illustrates the interaction network of five processes.

Proteins taking part in these processes are extracted and looked for their interactions in the Reactome
interactions set. We strictly extracted only the interactions that have both interacting partners joining in
processes because the method considers the proteins but more importantly their interactions. The extracted
interactions and their signaling features were then input in the soft-clustering algorithm.

In this work, we applied Mfuzz software package to run fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm. It
is based on the iterative optimization of an objective function to minimize the variation of objects within

Table 3 Five tested biological processes and some related information.

Reactome annotation Description #Proteins #Interactions
REACT 1069 Post-translational protein 40 23

modification
REACT 1892 Elongation arrest and recovery 31 68
REACT 498 Signaling by Insulin receptor 39 44
REACT 769 Pausing and recovery of 31 68

elongation
REACT 9417 Signaling by EGFR 40 25
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Fig. 2 Protein interaction networks of the five testing processes.

clusters [33]. As a result, fuzzy c-means produces gradual membership values µi j of an interaction i between
0 and 1 indicating the degree of membership of this interaction for cluster j. This strongly contrasts with
hard-clustering, e.g., the commonly used k-means clustering that generates only membership values µi j
of either 0 or 1. Mfuzz is constructed as an R package implementing soft clustering tools. The additional
package Mfuzzgui provides a convenient TclTk-based graphical user interface.

Concerning the parameters of Mfuzz, the number of clusters was 5 (because we are considering 5 pro-
cesses) and the so-called fuzzification parameter µi j was chosen 0.035 (because the testing data is not
noisy).

3.4.2 Experimental Results and Discussion for Human STN construction

Actually, two processes REACT 1892 and REACT 498 share the same set of proteins and the same interac-
tions as well. Also, two signaling processes, REACT 9417 and REACT 498 have 16 common interactions.
Nevertheless, the process ‘post-translational protein modification’ is separated with the rest processes. In
such complex case, the method should construct STN effectively and detect the overlaps among STN.
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The threshold to output clusters is 0.1. The threshold means that if the membership of an interaction
i with a cluster j µi j ≥ 0.1, this interaction highly correlates with the cluster j and it will be clustered to
cluster j. Five clusters are outcomes and then matched with 5 processes. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 Clustered results for five tested biological processes.

Process True positive1 False negative2 False positive3 #Overlap Int4

REACT 1069 0.565 0.174 0.435 3/0
REACT 1892 1.000 0.103 0.000 70/68
REACT 498 0.818 0.068 0.182 17/16
REACT 769 1.000 0.103 0.000 70/68
REACT 9417 0.960 0.120 0.040 17/16

1 True positive: the number of true interactions clustered/the number of interactions of the fact process.
2 Faulse negative: the number of interactions missed in fact processes/the number of interactions of the fact process.
3 False positive : the number of false interactions clustered/the number of interactions of the fact process.
4 #Overlap Int: the number of overlapping interactions among the clusters/the number of overlapping interactions among

the fact processes.

Table 4 shows that we can construct signal transduction networks with the small error and can detect the
nearly exact number of overlapping interactions. The combination of signaling feature data distinguished
signaling processed from other biological processes and soft-clustering detected the overlapping compo-
nents. When we checked the overlapping interactions among the clusters, there were exact 16 interactions
that are shared in two signaling processes ‘signaling by Insulin receptor’ and ‘signaling by EGFR’. In ad-
dition, the same interaction set of the process ‘elongation arrest recovery’ and the process ‘pausing and
recovery of elongation’ are found in their clusters. In fact, REACT 1069 does not overlap other processes
but the results return three overlapping interactions, i.e., one with REACT 1892 and REACT 769 and two
with REACT 498 and REACT 9417.

Analyzing the case of interaction (P00734, P00734) shared among REACT 1069, REACT 498 and RE-
ACT 9417, we found some interesting findings. Protein P00734 (Prothrombin) functions in blood home-
ostasis, inflammation and wound healing and joins in biological process as cell surface receptor linked signal
transduction (have GO term GO:0007166). In Reactome database, interaction (P00734, P00734) does not
happen in the processes REACT 498 and REACT 9417, however according to the function of P00734, it
probably partakes in one or two signaling processes REACT 498 and REACT 9417.

Although the experiment carried out a case study of five biological processes; the proposed method is
flexible to be applied to the larger scale of human interaction networks. In the intricate relations of many
biological processes, the proposed method can well construct signal transduction networks.

We proposed a general framework to construct STN from multiple signaling feature data using soft-
clustering. The experiments with various parameters and other soft-clustering algorithms (not only FCM
algorithm in Mfuzz) should be tested.

4 Some Results of Yeast STN Reconstruction

In addition to the work on human STN, we also carried out the work on yeast STN. This work consist of
two parts: (1) signaling DDI prediction using ILP and (2) MARK yeast reconstruction.

This work concentrates on study STN for Saccharomyces cerevisiae – a budding yeast. The objective
of this work is twofold. One objective is to present a method of predicting signaling domain-domain inter-
actions (signaling DDI) using inductive logic programming (ILP), and the other is to present a method of
discovering signal transduction networks (STN) using signaling DDI.
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Fig. 3 Performance of ILP method (minpos = 3 and noise = 0) compared
with AM methods for signaling DDI prediction.

For signaling DDI prediction, we first
examine five most informative genome
databases, and extract more than twenty
four thousand possible and necessary
ground facts on signaling protein do-
mains. We then employ inductive logic
programming (ILP) to infer efficiently
signaling DDI. Sensitivity (88%) and
accuracy (83%) obtained from 10-fold
cross validation show that our method
is useful for predicting signaling domain
interactions. Studying yeast MAPK path-
ways, we predicted some new signaling
DDI that do not exist in the well-known
InterDom database. Assuming all pro-
teins in STN are known, we preliminarily
build up signal transduction networks be-
tween these proteins based on their sig-
naling domain interaction networks. We
can mostly reconstruct the STN of yeast MAPK pathways from the inferred signaling domain interactions
with coverage of 85%.

Figure 3 shows the results for signaling domain-domain interactions. Our experimental results obtained
higher sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and precision compared with AM method [56].

From predicted (signaling) domain interaction networks, we raise the question of how completely they
cover the STN, and how to reconstruct STN using signaling DDI. Our motivation was to propose a com-
putational approach to discover more reliable and stable STN using signaling DDI. When studying yeast
MAPK pathways, the results of our work are considerable.

All extracted domains of proteins in MAPK pathways are inputs (testing examples) in our proposed pre-
dictor using ILP method [42]. With 32 proteins appearing in MAPK pathways, we extracted 29 different
protein domains, and some of them are shared among proteins. Some domains are determined to be signal-
ing domains, such as domain pf00069 belonging to many proteins, for example, ste11 yeast, fus3 yeast or
pbs 2, etc., and some of them are not signaling domains, such as TEA or MID2. Figure 4 shows yeast MAPK
(mitogen-activated protein kinase) covered by signaling domain interactions. MAPK pathways involve
pheromone response, filamentous growth, and maintenance of cell wall integrity pathways. Table 5 shows
the results of predicted signaling DDI when reconstructing STN for the yeast MAPK pathways. Moreover,
among predicted signaling DDI for yeast MAPK pathways, there are some DDI which are newly discov-
ered, when compared with the InterDom database. For example, our predicted DDI (pf00071,pf00768),
(pf00768,pf00069), (pf00433,pf02200) do not exist in the InterDom database.

Evaluating signaling domain interactions predicted from the testing set of MAPK domains, 88% of
protein relations in the Cell Wall Integrity PKC pathway, the Pheromone Response pathway, and the
Filamentous Growth pathway are covered, and the Invasion High Osmolarity HOG pathway has cover-
age of 80%. Outstandingly, lots of domain interactions are found in which their corresponding proteins
interacted in DIP (Database of Interacting Proteins) 5 and/or in CYGD (Comprehensive Yeast Genome
Database)footnotehttp://mips.gsf.de /genre/proj/yeast/, for example, seven signaling domain interactions in
the Cell Wall Integrity PKC pathway belong to 39 protein-protein interactions in CYGD database, and also
belong to 47 protein-protein interactions in DIP. For estimating the reliability of STN, the reliability score
W ST N (see in [42]) was calculated for yeast MAPK pathways. The reliability score of the Cell Wall Integrity
PKC pathway is the highest with W ST N = 7.19.

The work is the first work that took effort to predict signaling DDI. The results on yeast STN confirmed
the role of signaling domain-domain interactions and it

5 http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/
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Fig. 4 MAPK signal transduction pathways in yeast covered by signaling DDI networks. The rectangles denote proteins, the
ellipses illustrate their domains and the signaling domains are depicted in dark. The signaling DDI are the lines with arrows,
the missing interactions are dashed lines with arrows.

Table 5 Results of predicted signaling DDI in the yeast MAPK pathways

The yeast MARK pathways Percentage of signaling #CYGD PPI #DIP PPI
pathways DDI predicted covered covered
Cell Wall Integrity PKC 88% 39 47
Pheromone Response 88% 41 42
Filamentous Growth 88% 40 38
Invasion High Osmolarity HOG 80% 40 53

5 Outlook

The previous sections presented our work testing the example of five biological processes for human or a
single pathway - MARK pathway for yeast. However, the methods are easy to be applied to the large-scale
protein interaction networks. In the intricate relationships with various processes, the proposed method can
well detect signal transduction networks. The preliminary results encourage the further studies on biological
complex systems.

1. Consider the whole interaction networks or some functional sub-networks, it is interesting to not only
reconstruct the known signal transduction networks but also model the new ones. The components (pro-
teins and their interactions) that are shared among these networks to perform various functions in differ-
ent biological processes can be further functionally investigated.

2. Given starting nodes (e.g., membrane proteins) and ending nodes (e.g, transcription factors), the pro-
posed method can specify the signal transduction networks and then discover complete signaling path-
ways.

3. In human disease study, human protein interaction networks, signal transduction pathways and diseases
closely associate with each other. Signaling network dysfunction can result in abnormal cellular transfor-
mation or differentiation, often producing a physiological disease outcome. The potential work on iden-
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tification of disease-related subnetworks are significant and can be carried out through the constructed
signal transduction networks.

4. Some other data mining methods in relational learning and statistical learning can be applied to supple-
ment the work.

5. Our proposed methods are flexible to integrate other useful biological features and apply to other organ-
isms.

6 Summary

In this paper, we have presented a the study on mining multiple data to reconstruct STN. The soft-clustering
method was used to construct signal transduction networks from protein-protein networks. Many structured
data of signaling features were extracted, integrated and exploited. The experimental results demonstrated
that our proposed method can construct STN effectively. The overlapping parts among STN were well
detected. As proposing the general framework to construct signal transduction networks from protein inter-
action networks using soft-clustering, the method should be more carefully tested with various parameters
and other algorithms (not only FCM algorithm in Mfuzz). Other computational measures also need calcu-
lated to better demonstrate efficiency of the method. Yet, the experimental results show that the proposed
method is promising to construct signal transduction networks from protein-protein interaction networks.
On the other hand, the work on the yeast STN proposed an alternative way to study in deep the mechanism
of STNs in terms of signaling domain interactions. These work are expected to provide insights of the cell
signaling that will be useful for studying systems biology.
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